been reluctant to engage with Super Fly-which centers on a heroic black cocaine dealer-because it was so strongly (and understandably) condemned by commentators on its release. As Ed Guerrero summarizes, "Super Fly came to be the main target of a collective fury and the prime example of degenerate black images on fi lm."
4 When the fi lm is discussed, the dominant interpretive modes, consequently, have been ideological critique, reception study, and audience effects, modes that tend to shift focus away from processes of production and aspects of fi lm content.
5 Many accounts of Super Fly, and indeed the blaxploitation cycle generally, proceed from the assumption that these fi lms-with the exception of Melvin Van Peebles's radical Sweet Sweetback's Baadasssss Song in 1971-were a case of whites fi nancially and thematically exploiting black audiences. Commentator Reneé Ward offered an early, terse expression of this dynamic: "black fi lms, white profi ts."
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A broad premise of this article is that there has been an underestimation of African American involvement and agency in the making of key blaxploitation features. Although the vast majority of distributors and producers were white, many of the most infl uential black action fi lms were directed and/or written by African Americans. Moreover, fi lms with black directors tended to generate behind-the-camera opportunities for minority workers. Blaxploitation-era fi lmmaking took place in the aftermath of the 1964 Civil Rights Act (prohibiting job bias) when intense battles were fought to dismantle the entrenched culture of black exclusion from desirable work. Film was a key site of contest: an industry full of good jobs and high revenues in which African Americans had long featured as entertainers and consumers. Informed by the empowerment agenda of the time, the directors of the most successful and prototypical blaxploitation fi lms-Van Peebles and the junior Parks, and also Ossie Davis (Cotton Comes to Harlem, 1970) and Gordon Parks Sr. (Shaft, 1971 )-were among legions of black people across America who sought to seize new opportunities and convert the formal promises of civil rights legislation into concrete jobs and infrastructural reform.
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This article argues that Super Fly, contrary to conventional interpretation, is a landmark case in the history of black fi nancing and participation in major-release fi lmmaking. It explores how the production's black enterprise was complemented and compounded by the fi lm's narrative about African American business operations. Super Fly's focus on black underground wealth generation was energized by its rejection of the two classic protest strategies of integration and transformation-the fi lm spoke to disillusionment with both racially ameliorative civil rights politics and radical black nationalism. I argue that in its staging of business dynamism outside of mainstream white structures, the fi lm proved extremely attractive in a hardening sociopolitical climate. As a production and as a text, Super Fly exposed the tremendous possibilities and pleasures of ghettocentric entrepreneurialism while also revealing the tremendous political, fi nancial, and social costs of such entrepreneurialism. For this reason it stands as a preeminent and revelatory story of the early post-civil rights period.
8
Making Super Fly. The blaxploitation cycle of 1970-1975 encompasses a varied group of fi lms, typically with low budgets, black action heroes, and soul sound tracks, aimed at the black youth market.
9 To grasp the signifi cance of the behind-the-scenes employment achieved by these blaxploitation fi lms, one needs to consider the industry's stark racial inequities in the early 1970s. White people had overwhelming control of production, distribution, and exhibition. There was no senior black executive at a major studio, and none of the seventy or so companies in the Association of Motion Picture and Television Producers (AMPTP), which managed Hollywood labor, was black owned or run.
10 Film's craft unions were notoriously white and protective, using an experience roster system that all but excluded minorities. Indeed, some union locals in the prestigious areas of camerawork and sound had no black members.
11 In terms of exhibition, out of about fourteen thousand movie theaters nationwide, less than twenty were black owned or operated.
12
Unsurprisingly, then, when the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission held hearings in Hollywood in 1969, it found "clear evidence of a pattern or practice of discrimination" in hiring, which had as its "foreseeable effect the employment only of whites."
13 Following these fi ndings, the Justice Department took the extraordinary step of preparing lawsuits against practically the entire industry under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act.
14 It ultimately dropped its threatened action, settling instead on a two-year voluntary agreement that established a goal of 20 percent minority employment in 9 I use the controversial term "blaxploitation" in this essay nonjudgmentally to describe these fi lms because they were so described in industry discourse at the time and since.
the industry. Though the agreement did create a short-term rise in black employment, the dispute was, according to Variety, "resolved in a manner sought by the industry."
15
Thus, when the blaxploitation cycle emerged, it was still a white-dominated industry that moved quickly to capitalize. Super Fly was, in several important respects, no exception: it was distributed by major studio Warner Bros. and made by a white producer, Sigissmund Shore. With rentals of $6.4 million and a break-even fi gure to be recouped by Warner of $2.5 million, Super Fly generated about $4 million in clear profi t.
16 Shore got the biggest payoff of any individual, claiming in a Variety interview that he negotiated himself a 40 percent profi t share.
17 One journalist described him as "[lighting] up like downtown Las Vegas at the mention of Super Fly and immediately [converting] into a veritable human computer spilling out amazing gross fi gures."
18 But Super Fly's black creative workers also did well. The fi lm was directed by an African American (only three short years after the fi rst ever black director of a studio release) and was also scripted by an African American, Phillip Fenty.
19 Because there was no advance money to pay actors and makers a salary, "almost everyone got part of the Super Fly action."
20 Reports suggest that the black director Parks and star Ron O'Neal divided a 10 percent cut of profi ts-clearly much less than Shore, though still amounting to a very substantial sum for an independent production at the time.
21 If we include the massive additional revenue generated by the fi lm's sound track, Curtis Mayfi eld was by far the best-remunerated African American on the project. Earnings from performance rights and royalties fed back to Mayfi eld because he owned his own publishing company and independent record label, Curtom Records, founded in 1963. 22 The hit singles "Super Fly" and "Freddie's Dead" both sold more than one million copies, and the crossover sound track album went on to shift a colossal twelve million units. Mayfi eld ultimately earned more than $5 million for this sound track music-perhaps surpassing even Shore's profi ts.
23
But the most striking advances in black industry participation achieved by Super Fly concerned its funding arrangements and behind-the-camera employment. The fi lm, as reported by Variety, set two racial precedents in mainstream American fi lmmaking: the fi rst major-distributed fi lm to be fi nanced predominantly by black limited partnerships and the fi rst to have a largely nonwhite technical crew. 24 The fi lmmakers went directly to the Harlem business community (the milieu of the fi lm's setting) to raise the initial production costs. Small business investors-led by two black dentists, Connie Jenkins and Ed Allen-supplied a good deal of the front money of approximately $100,000 (estimates vary).
25 Gordon Parks Sr., father of the director, also contributed $5,000 of these initial costs.
26 Such black sources of fi lm funding had long been in short supply. With little investment capital, African Americans were wary of bankrolling fi lm projects, as Ossie Davis explained at the time: "Black capitalists, having no fi rm capitalist base from which to operate, tend to be exceedingly conservative with their money."
27
If Super Fly's funding arrangements were remarkable, they also had important consequences. The agenda of the fi lm's bankrollers, none of whom had ever before invested in fi lm, differed sharply from that of conventional industry sources of capitalization. One of their demands was to press for labor redistribution behind the camera. 28 Super Fly was therefore able to push for another fi lmic precedent of employing a majority black and Puerto Rican crew.
29 As a nonunion production, Super Fly's makers recruited aggressively among New York's minority groups, with many technicians and apprentices coming from Third World Cinema Corporation, the Harlem-based collective that Ossie Davis cofounded in 1971 to increase black and Puerto Rican employment in the media industries.
Furthermore, because the fi lm was independently fi nanced, it was shopped to Warner Bros. only after completion. By withstanding "attempts by some of the majors to get in on the ground fl oor," Super Fly's makers had a high degree of creative autonomy, avoiding the external interference of studio representatives whose approval is normally required at each stage of production.
30 From conception down to fi nal cut, then, Parks, Shore, and Fenty were basically free to craft their story about subcultural Harlem life.
The local black investors also enabled an unusual degree of access for location shooting. With their business clout and community ties, they secured what one Variety title described as "Super Fly's Happy Harlem Stay." While Shaft's Big Score and Come Back Charleston Blue, both fi nanced by major studios, were being forced to re-create Uptown elsewhere following security problems, Super Fly "quietly wound eight weeks of almost all-Harlem locationing with no trouble whatsoever."
31 The investors guaranteed its safe passage, providing the conditions for the fi lm's celebrated scenes of craps games, eateries, and tenement blocks, which, according to Tom Doherty, had "never been rendered on screen with such matter-of-fact confi dence before." 32 Donald Bogle agrees: "Super Fly looks authentic: the Harlem settings, the streets and alleyways, the bars, and the tenements all paint an overriding bleak vision of urban decay," which was "new terrain for commercial cinema" (Figure 1 ).
33
Furnishing further "authenticity," some investors actually appeared as characters in the fi lm. Most notably, Harlem street player KC plays a pimp, and his ostentatious black Cadillac El Dorado features prominently as the hero's car ("My El-D and just me / for all junkies to see," croons Mayfi eld on "Pusherman"). Nate Adams, who plays a dealer and served as the fi lm's lauded costume designer, owned a Harlem employment agency that recruited personnel for the fi lm. Harlemites traveled into the diegesis, materializing connections to the local black business community it portrayed. In several important ways, then, the black fi nancing of the fi lm directly facilitated the racial redistribution of labor behind the camera and the content of the black images in front of it.
However, it would be misleading to construct black creative input as in any simple way authentic. As with much of the black participation in blaxploitation fi lms, Super Fly's African American writer and director were not from the places they portrayed. Indeed, ironically, it was only the white producer who hailed from Harlem. Fenty was a hot-shot Cleveland advertising executive before writing Super Fly in his late twenties. He was part of the new hip marketing culture of the 1960s that Thomas Frank chronicles in The Conquest of Cool, which grasped "the vast popularity of dissidence."
34 He admits that he "knew not much about" the Harlem scene, but had noted the "tremendous creative energy" of this "exciting, interesting subculture." of New Guinea before, according to Parks, "pondering Harlem." 36 Parks had also just fi nished working as a stills photographer on The Godfather (by far the most successful fi lm of 1972), which powerfully mythologized illegal white, ethnic enterprise culture.
37
Growing up in Harlem and the Bronx, producer Shore was, according to one journalist, "familiar and sympathetic with the problems of the ghetto foreign-born, black and minority groups."
38 He described his own fascination with "the way [blacks] got into being hustlers on the street." Unlike white hustlers, "it was a competition of style."
39
By combining the advertiser's and documentarian's eye-overseen by "White Negro" Shore-Fenty and Parks capitalized on the immense currency of black (and white ethnic) urban culture in the early 1970s.
40 This was a period of proliferating ethnographies and press features on "the ghetto."
41 The "authentic Negro culture" in these accounts comprised, as historian Robin Kelley describes wryly, "the young jobless men hanging out on the corner passing the bottle, the brothers with the nastiest verbal repertoires, the pimps and hustlers"-the very types that came to be further mythologized in blaxploitation fi lms.
42 White commentators were busy chronicling and exoticizing urban communities for mainly white and middle-class consumption. The creators of Super Fly responded by constructing their own less passive version of ghetto masculinity that catered primarily to black appetites, but that also appealed to a receptive secondary white youth audience.
Super Fly thus emerges as an interracial production that was far from an unmediated slice of ghetto life. Shore controlled the fi lm package and Warner controlled the fi lm's distribution. Parks Jr. and Fenty were hardly portraying their own life experiences. Furthermore, the fi lm's minority employment was itself indirectly funded by Great Society-style programs. Third World Cinema, which trained Super Fly technicians, had received a Manpower Career and Development Administration grant ($200,000) and a Model Cities grant ($400,000) in the year prior to Super Fly's making.
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The fi lm's marketing campaign captured both the fi lm's authentically local dimensions and its deliberate commodifi cation of "ghetto authenticity." Studios typically hired African American public relations and advertising companies to market blaxploitation fi lms; in the case of Super Fly, Warner hired James Booker Associates. Prior to the fi lm's release, screenings were held, according to one Booker executive, "not for the kind of cultural elite usually found on those white 'opinion makers' advance screening lists at the majors, but for Harlem bartenders, hairdressers, barbers and street people who have immediate impact within the black community." This strategy proved very effective, for it took just eight weeks for the fi lm's gross to exceed $1 million in two New York theaters alone. 44 Since the fi lm was unusually embedded in the urban enclave it represented, the employment of black marketers and recourse to local opinion makers is consistent with its production principles-preferable to the alternative of relying on white outsiders. At the same time, however, such a selling strategy enhanced the fi lm's image of ghetto realness, which helped maximize interest among its youth audience of both blacks and whites.
Film scholars have tended to stress white involvement and control in blaxploitation fi lms like Super Fly. Mark Reid has infl uentially argued that early 1970s black action fi lms created a false image of racial self-determination. Behind the "mythology of black control," projected in fi lm narratives and marketing campaigns, were the white executives and entrepreneurs pulling the strings.
45 Robert Weems concurs, arguing that, by using black PR outfi ts (like James Booker), the majors (like Warner) could gain closer access to the community, maximize profi ts, and forward a rhetoric of racial autonomy.
46 These scholars take issue not just with studio fi lms like Shaft, but also independently made fi lms with major distribution like Super Fly. As Reid explains, "a black fi lmmaker may alter his script to aim for distribution by major studios" in order to achieve a wide release.
47 Even though the studio had no direct involvement in the scripting, shooting, or editing of Super Fly, its commercial expectations were already built into the narrative through the fi lmmakers' preconceptions.
Reid's and Weems's arguments are persuasive and well supported. However, the danger is that, within this interpretive frame, the vast majority of black-made and black-themed fi lms are interpreted as disempowering, compromised by market exigencies. The power of this critique has curtailed consideration of concrete opportunities created during the blaxploitation production trend. This critical tendency is symptomatic of a broader trend in civil rights and black power historiography that Nancy MacLean has identifi ed. The focus on "climactic confrontations has drawn attention away from quieter struggles on other fronts-above all, from the fi ght to secure access to good jobs."
48 In blaxploitation scholarship, this focus has led to an emphasis on the polemical reception of the fi lms rather than on pragmatic struggles over black participation behind the camera.
Some scholars of black fi lm have proposed more fl exible frameworks for studying race relations in the fi lm industry. Thomas Cripps argues that, historically, practically all black fi lms relied in some measure on "white sources of capital, distributors, bookers, and exhibitors." This recognition requires a "broadened view of black cinema" that refl ects both the complexity of this capital-intensive industry and of racial interaction in the United States. 49 In a similar vein, Tommy Lott contends that scholars like Reid present "too rigid a dichotomy between independent and studio fi lms." In post-civil rights black fi lmmaking, there is, he argues, "less disparity between the fi lm practices of black independents and black fi lmmaking in Hollywood." 50 However, even Cripps and Lott rebuff Super Fly. In passing, Lott describes the fi lm as one of a "deluge of formulaic studio productions," and Cripps has called it Sweetback's "Hollywood epigone."
51 Given the black dimensions of its making, it seems curious that the fi lm should be so described. But a look next at the brand of black business culture in its narrative helps to explain the critical diffi dence.
Representing Black Enterprise. In the "message movies" of the postwar years, the theme of race prejudice was frequently dramatized through stories of black exclusion from, and attempts to enter, the economic mainstream. , and teacher (To Sir, with Love, James Clavell, 1967), outshining and often commanding higher salaries than their white counterparts. These stories of professional integration privileged the newfound status of an isolated "racial exception," precariously positioned in a white-dominated world of work. Although they mobilized themes of employment and status, none of these liberal-era fi lms dealt seriously with black business culture.
53 Nor indeed did pre-Super Fly blaxploitation. In Cotton Comes to Harlem, the beset black detectives work hard for their modest public sector salaries, while the hustling preacher's attempts at underground wealth creation ultimately amount to cowardly extortion. Sweetback's currency is sex, not money. Shaft does have his own detective agency, but narrative emphasis rests on his individualist sleuthing (he has no staff ) at least one step removed from the black community.
There is an obvious refl ectionist explanation for the fi lmic underrepresentation of African American business: the historic, real-world lack of black entrepreneurs and managers. In their infl uential investigation of racial inequality, sociologists Melvin Oliver and Thomas Shapiro explore the shortage of self-employment and wealth generation opportunities in black America. 54 They argue that the wealth gap (rather than more frequently studied income differentials) is the deepest indicator of material inequality. Sociologists Lawrence Bobo and Ryan Smith concur: "The gaping disparity in accumulated wealth is the real inequality in standard of living produced by three hundred plus years of systematic and pervasive racial discrimination."
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In pop-cultural terms, Super Fly engages this crucial terrain-albeit through the socially harmful drug trade. It narrativizes barriers to and adaptive chances for black enterprise, portraying the predicaments and mindsets of black underground workers through its four main drug-dealing protagonists: Youngblood Priest (Ron O'Neal), Eddie (Carl Lee), Scatter ( Julius Harris), and Freddie (Charles McGregor). The narrative centers on Priest in his attempt to pull off a huge $1 million drug deal so that he can "get out" of the business. He and business partner Eddie started from nothing and have expanded their operation impressively. As commentators James Parish and George Hill summarize, Priest and Eddie have "fi fty men out on the New York City street all pushing dope (mostly to white people)."
56 Through these stylish and adept black entrepreneurs, the fi lm stages the circumvention of historic restrictions on African American economic agency. As Oliver and Shapiro explore, white consumer prejudice, combined with discriminatory state and local policies, wrought a "devastating impact on the ability of blacks to build and maintain successful enterprises."
57
Super Fly dramatically fl ips this racial script.
In a striking sequence partway through the fi lm, a three-minute montage of splitscreen stills depicts the distribution, sale, and consumption of cocaine, propelled by the backbeat of Mayfi eld's "Pusherman." It is markedly multiracial, showing the interaction of blacks, whites, and Asians; but generally blacks are selling to whites from all walks of life (business executives, construction workers, etc.). Cocaine is constructed as a hip, prestige product (in implicit contrast to heroin), enhancing the dealer's image. As historian William Van Deburg explains, blaxploitation's "heroic hustlers . . . took considerable pride in the corporate structures and complex distribution networks they created, and fought vigorously to maintain their share of a very specialized market."
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The high-stakes entrepreneurialism of Priest-who penetrates white markets, generates minority jobs, and operates above the law-constituted a highly pleasurable, if dangerous, signifi er of black pride and success.
Along with interracial trade, Super Fly offered a window into black intergenerational investment. Priest turns to his mentor and father-fi gure Scatter for help to pull off his big score. Scatter is a former drug distributor who had got Priest started in the business. Now a legitimate small businessman, Scatter reluctantly agrees to help. He is willing to risk everything for his protégé because he understands the crucial importance of passing on resources to the next generation. As Eddie remarks incredulously to Priest, "You want that man to give up the little time he got left and lay it on the line for you. And you know he wanted to do it for you!" Scatter has a hard-won appreciation of the fact that "family assets expand choices, horizons, and opportunities for children," which can counteract what Oliver and Shapiro call the "socially layered accumulation of disadvantages." 59 Scatter describes Priest's underworld apprenticeship as an alternative schooling: "I gave you one scholarship, Youngblood. No one ever gave me nothing." Facing death near the fi lm's end, with his property and capital now of no use to him, he switches to third person: "All the money Scatter done made." Racial oppression deepens the family melodrama, with real pathos in Scatter's sacrifi ce for his "son."
Much of the fi lm's narrative tension rests on the different identities and perspectives of business partners Priest and Eddie (Figure 2) . Priest sees the underground economy as a route to mainstream success, expressing an individualist desire for freedom. Asked what he would do afterwards: "It's not so much what I'd do as having the choice. Not being forced into a thing because that's the way it is." He rejects the menial jobs available: "working some jive job for chump change, day after day. If that's all I'm supposed to do then they're gon' have to kill me, 'cause that ain't enough." Priest's climactic speech, in which he triumphs fi nancially and rhetorically over the white drug kingpin / police commissioner, is an exhilarating rap, beginning, "You don't own me, pig!" Priest emerges as a hip rendering of the American individualist hero, ready to seize post-civil rights opportunity. His crossover bootstrap charisma certainly excited white fi lm critics at the time. For the New York Times's Vincent Canby, Priest "succeeds in his last big deal, rather gloriously"; another reviewer described him as "downright glamorous"; and a third-more problematically-admired his "smoldering, virile presence." In the fi lm's most quoted speech, Eddie describes the good life they have achieved: "You're gonna give all this up? Eight-track stereo, color TV in every room, and can snort half a piece of dope every day. That's the American dream, nigga! Well, ain't it?" Explaining the subcultural logic of black hustlers, Robin Kelley sheds light on Eddie's outlook: "Possessing capital was not the ultimate goal; rather, money was primarily a means by which hustlers could avoid wage work and negotiate status through the purchase of prestigious commodities." 61 Eddie's consumer desire does not amount to the long-term accumulation of mainstream mores. His speech provides insights into the structural determination of his worldview, at the same time as it reveals, through his possessions, language, and activities, the resistive styles and seductive pleasures of "the life." Super Fly's pronounced entrepreneurial imagination invites a reexamination of the role of Curtis Mayfi eld's sound track. This hugely popular score was, according to leading music critic Nelson George, "arguably, the single greatest black pop effort of the decade." With its lyrical complexity, vocal sincerity, and instrumental dynamism of guitars, horns, and fl utes, it is usually read as "at odds" with the fi lm it supports.
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This interpretation was fi rst proposed in the fi lm's pressbook ("a counter balance") and most famously elaborated by Greil Marcus ("not background, but criticism"). 63 The subtitle of Christopher Sieving's article offers a recent, scholarly iteration of the idea: "Song Score as Counter-Narration in Super Fly." In this detailed account, Sieving does, however, suggest that Mayfi eld's lyrics partly work to justify the individualist actions of Priest.
64 Extending Sieving's suggestion, I would argue that textual and extratextual evidence strongly indicate that Mayfi eld's music enhanced the fi lm's entrepreneurial energies, and that this was in many ways intentional on the musician's part.
Mayfi eld wrote the music as he spent time on the set. "Pusherman," which according to one commentator was "blasting from every radio and sound system in black America in 1972," is performed within the fi lm by the Curtis Mayfi eld Experience ( Figure 3) . 65 When Mayfi eld's pusherman intones, "Feed me money for style / and I'll let you trip for a while," he seems to be invoking the "hustle" of the black fi lmic / musical experience itself. The lyrics of this track tend to emphasize structure over agency, mitigating the drug dealer's role: he is "a victim of ghetto demands." While "Pusherman" is an ambivalent track that works both to parody and legitimate black (sub)cultural enterprise, the hit single "Super Fly" contains little irony. Instead, it readily mystifi es hustling masculinity: "Hard to understand, what a hell of a man / This cat of the slum, had a mind, wasn't dumb." More often overlooked is the "triumphant optimism," as one music journalist put it, of the chorus to "No Thing on Me (Cocaine Song)"-admittedly an antidrug track. 66 Heard just after Scatter has agreed to help Priest, Mayfi eld sings, "I'm so glad I've got my own, so glad that I can see / My life's a natural high, the man can't put no thing on me." In his voice-over commentary on the Super Fly DVD, black fi lm scholar Todd Boyd describes the exhilarating resonance of this music-dominated fi lm sequence, reciting these lines in full and twice over. For Boyd, they express the idea that "the system can't control me because I have my own," thus encapsulating the fi lm's advocacy of "self-determination and independence."
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In a 1971 interview, Mayfi eld himself drew parallels between hustling enterprise and his own music production. Refl ecting on his celebrated record label Curtom in the year before he wrote the Super Fly score, he said, "As an independent company I think we will be just as strong if not stronger than a great many of the big companies simply because through an independent company you tend to get more true hustle." Why is black independent music production a "hustle"? "Simply because, well, that's my only bread, so I've got to push and go all the way with it, or lose out completely."
68 The longstanding scarcity of resources ("bread") feeds into the intensity of African American business practice and creative energy. This idea came to inform the fi lm's ghettocentric themes and grassroots production. Describing his own publishing company, Mayfi eld also prefi gured his refrain, "I'm so glad I got my own": "It just had to happen . . . that we'd end up owning as much of ourselves as possible." As black culture scholar Mark Anthony Neal states in regard to this sound track, Mayfi eld "clearly represents the praxis of Black Power in both his music and his business dealings." 69 Post-release, despite intense criticism of the fi lm and his own growing misgivings about its glamorization of drug use, Mayfi eld still maintained that "Super Fly did have its positive side. It was the fi rst movie where a black dude actually got over."
70 By using the language of his famous "Super Fly" refrain ("tryin' to get over"), this politically conscious artist refused to sidestep parallels between black entrepreneurialism in the fi lm narrative, sound track lyrics, and the circumstances of the music's production. Through sound and vision, then, Super Fly mythologized the outlook and practices of aspirational, working-class black men. The fi lm reworked action genre conventions to speak to black interests and expectations, 71 staging the injuries of the racial wealth gap and the turn to alternative opportunity structures to gain status and cash. According to Lindsay Patterson, one of the few black fi lm critics to praise Super Fly on its release, "the movie presented an important message about the failure of American society to freely provide legitimate opportunities for its bright but impoverished young black men."
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By dramatizing barriers to legitimate advancement, however, the pusherman's exploitational trade is rendered morally conscionable and even admirable. The social critique mounted through the fi lm's realist images of urban poverty and disinvestment, Mayfi eld's lyrics (above all, "Little Child Runnin' Wild"), and the insights of Eddie, Scatter, and Priest does not prompt collectivist solutions. Instead, the fi lm sanctions and enhances the hustler's individualism. Its most enduring contribution may well be its mitigation and mystifi cation of the black entrepreneurial hustler fi gure. Once again, ghetto philosopher Eddie crystallizes this position: "I know it's a rotten game, but it's the only one the man left us to play." Beneath the seeming straightforwardness of this justifi cation of drug dealing are complex political currents premised on the rejection and rearticulation of both civil rights and black power mobilization.
Super Fly's Post-Civil Rights Politics. As a pop-cultural site for the production and circulation of black political identities, Super Fly must be taken very seriously indeed. Of all the blaxploitation fi lms viewed avidly by black youth, Super Fly elicited the most keen identifi cation, enjoying extremely high levels of repeat business. 73 It was a runaway hit in black theaters and grossed more than $12 million. 74 The title of a December 1972 Jet magazine cover story asked how Super Fly was changing the "behavior of blacks."
75 Ethnographer Mary Pattillo-McCoy found that the fi lm "consumed" black youth. "I grew up with Super Fly," recalls interviewee Lauren Grant. "That picture had a profound effect on my life." 76 In his autobiography, black journalist Nathan McCall agrees, asserting that the fi lm "infl uenced the style, thinking, and choices that a lot of young black men began making around that time. I know it deeply affected me."
77 Nelson George found it "mesmerizing": "Super Fly's cocaine dealer was a . . . romantic, confl icted fi gure whose slang and clothes cut deeper than Shaft into the black community's psyche."
78 Black fi lmmaker Warrington Hudlin remembers his fi rst viewing in East St. Louis: "At the climax . . . the entire theater, including myself, leapt to our feet and stood, and screamed, and applauded, and stamped our feet. . . . It connected psychically with a people at a certain place and time."
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The fi lm connected in terms of both realism and fantasy, drawing on competing codes of recognition from cinematic genres, media representation, black subcultures, and social experience. 80 Many black fans, new to cinematic representations of their communities, spoke of the fi lm's authenticity: "Super Fly is what's happening right here on the street," commented one girl in Washington, DC. "That's the way it is." At the same time, many identifi ed with the fi lm as an enticing fantasy, with another viewer declaring, "Priest is super fi ne and super bad."
81 Given the intensity of its audience appeal in a period of racial and political fl ux, Super Fly was striking in its potential to infl uence black youth attitudes.
The fi lm narrative assuredly presented a rebuke to traditional racial integrationism. Classic civil rights mobilization had been built, as Nancy MacLean describes it, on "the belief that those who worked hard at honest callings, whatever their origins, could better themselves and lift their children's prospects."
82 Popular culture was seen to play a vital role in this quest for black inclusion through the projection of progressive stories about black life and race relations. By romanticizing black criminal occupations and alternative lifestyles, Super Fly was seen as extremely detrimental to such a project. It risked reinforcing some of the very negative stereotypes that had long been imposed on African Americans, and that were gaining new ground with the mighty rise of "culture of poverty" discourses from the late 1960s onwards.
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But from Super Fly's more pessimistic post-civil rights perspective, promises of decent jobs for black people ready to work at "honest callings" were not being kept. The pervasive liberal discourses of rights and opportunities proved empty and even detrimental for many poor and working-class blacks with rising expectations in a dwindling job market. It is a painful irony that by the time Johnson's War on Poverty got underway, recession and economic restructuring had begun to eliminate entrylevel job opportunities, all but rendering obsolete the new training and support on offer. The Kerner Commission, set up to investigate the causes of the explosive unrest of the 1960s, found that a key cause was joblessness.
84 Super Fly's profane glamorization of black dishonest callings dramatized widespread feelings of cynicism and anger.
More surprisingly, Super Fly also rebuked black power activism. In a pivotal scene, three "black militants" approach Priest and Eddie and challenge them to give something back to the community: "We're out here trying to build a new nation for black people. It's time for you to start paying some dues! " Priest's response comes off as far more virile, eloquent, and even militant, as he offers his allegiance only when they start "killing whitey": "until you can do that, go sing your marching songs somewhere else." Begrudgingly impressed, the militants retreat. This scene has been lambasted. Scholar William Lyne, for example, laments that, "as they leave with their tails between their legs, the 'militants' have not only bowed to Priest's superior masculinity, they have also relinquished any claims on effective resistance."
85 Film critic Pauline Kael denounced Priest's exultant dismissal, "calculated to crush the fi nky, cowardly pair."
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After Super Fly's release, Black Panther leader Huey Newton complained that black action fi lms "leave revolution out or, if it's in, they make it look stupid and naïve."
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The classic black nationalist mission was to mobilize the hustler, to convert cynicism into radicalism. Newton describes the Black Panther mandate: "to transform many of the so-called criminal activities going on in the street into something political."
88 Super Fly reverses this transformationist narrative by channeling political energies toward hustling individualism. By constructing the militants as just another interest group on the take, the fi lm is deeply undermining of black power politics.
This scene is partly legible in terms of the early 1970s ebbing of the black nationalist tide. Widespread grassroots radicalism came up against an intractable and increasingly resentful white America that had no appetite to deliver de facto racial equality. As sociologist Howard Winant summarizes, "The result was that the movement's relatively manageable demands were incorporated within the status quo, while its radical demands for social justice and black power-with their disruptive, participatory, and redistributive content-were systematically rejected."
89 The discrepancy between the militants' far-reaching vision and their shrinking constituency begins to explain the context of Priest's narrowly economic notion of self-determination.
But the question remains, why would the fi lmmakers choose to promote these currents of backlash, especially given the production's substantially black-determined enterprise? After all, nationalist politics, though increasingly fragmented, were still vital through the control of urban businesses. 96 This drive for entrepreneurialism had deep roots in the black struggle, notably Booker T. Washington's belief in business as an aid to community empowerment. In the early 1970s, and particularly in the second half of 1972, these political discourses traveled powerfully into the fi lm industry.
By the year of Super Fly's release and Nixon's landslide reelection victory, the serious drive to integrate Hollywood was being thwarted by political backpedaling. The expiration of the industry's two-year Justice Department agreement on minority employment targets stymied the black struggle for inclusion. Further, the expiration was accompanied by a discursive onslaught by Hollywood management against the black fi lm protests that followed Super Fly's release. In an infl uential offi cial statement in September 1972, Jack Valenti, head of the Motion Picture Association of America, reduced the claims of blacks seeking fi lm jobs to unfair demands for a handout. He advocated instead a laissez-faire approach to industry jobs. The title of a Hollywood Reporter cover story proclaimed, "Valenti Calls Blacks' Bluff; Rejects 'Special' Treatment."
97
With dissipating racial leverage, black fi lm activists seized on business solutions. In late 1972, blaxploitation star Jim Brown, who founded the Black Economic Union, asserted that "[t]he one approach that will work is to approach movies as an industry, as a business. Black people must stop crying 'black' and start crying 'business.'" 98 Shortly after the Super Fly shoot, Roy Innis, the Harlem-based director of the Congress of Racial Equality and a key black capitalist proponent, turned his attention to fi lm. He and Ossie Davis (an unlikely alliance, given Innis's support for Nixon's campaign) set up an organization to provide a voice "for people in Harlem to talk to the fi lm industry." Their fi rst priority was "to train more blacks for jobs."
99 When questioned about the danger of industry backlash, he responded, "They can't do it because we're 40 percent of the dollar. This is money. Those are capitalists. You can always deal with a capitalist with money."
100 In a trade article titled "Black Capitalism Big Factor in PUSH Drive on Hollywood," Jesse Jackson declared that black independent fi lmmaking was "stronger than a picket line." He promulgated a vision of "civil economics," "to cash in on civil rights at the cash register."
101 This required combining any preferential treatment still available with the aggressive pursuit of black business interests.
In terms of fi lm production alone, the primary reference point for these men was probably Van Peebles's independent hit Sweetback. But, in terms of combined production and narrative, Super Fly must surely have energized their business-oriented rhetoric. Indeed, in the Davis quotation that opens this article, it is hard to imagine that the proposal to channel the "organizational ability" of "pimps and pushers" into fi lm enterprise does not allude to this fi lm. Youngblood Priest's view that his own black entrepreneurialism was more effective than "marching songs" resonates with Jackson's declaration that black fi lm business was "stronger than a picket line." Both comments refl ect and reinforce a tactical capitulation to capitalism.
Of course, Super Fly's narrative of drug dealing stands as a most damaging form of black capitalism. Innis himself, along with so many others, castigated Super Fly, stating, "I object to the justifi cation of dope-pushing. . . . These movies are anti-struggle, anti-revolutionary (so-called Black revolutionaries are usually portrayed as bungling idiots), and anti-direct involvement."
102 However, once we have taken account of the backstory of the fi lm's making, the historic barriers to black entrepreneurial opportunity, the fi lm's subversion of business norms, and the increasingly pessimistic course of black/white relations in the early 1970s, Super Fly emerges as a problematic but deeply resonant enunciation of business aspiration.
Indeed, as this article has argued, the fi lm narrative serves as an allegory for black pop-cultural production itself. A compelling parallel emerges between partners Priest and Eddie and their fi fty-strong foot soldiers in front of the camera and the fi lm's black makers Parks and Fenty and their Third World apprentices-behind the camera. Neither side of the fi lmmaking equation had been represented quite like this before. If father fi gure and drug dealer Scatter invested in Priest, likewise actual father Parks Sr. and underground businesspeople invested in Super Fly. This constituted a literal show of nepotism and alternative fi nance arrangements that stood as a tactical response to Hollywood's entrenched white opportunity structures. Black hustlers like KC playing themselves on-screen revealed the immense potential for pleasurable and lucrative conversion of black subcultural behaviors into fi lm product. The fi lm's narrative revolves around signifi cant black economic activity operating inside intractable whitedominated power and profi t structures, which is also the story of the fi lm's making. Priest's and Eddie's aggressive business dealings resonated with the black capitalism of the likes of Jesse Jackson and Jim Brown, as they vied with a retrenching fi lm industry. In sum, Super Fly becomes a multilayered materialization of the black business pride and wealth aspiration that had been so deeply desired and long denied in the fi lm arena and beyond.
The refl exive linkages between making Super Fly and "making it" in Super Fly are most powerfully captured in Eddie's apologia for the "rotten game . . . the man left us to play," drug dealing and, by extension, blaxploitation fi lmmaking. Eddie's statement-seductively positioning such costly activities as the only options availableneatly captures Super Fly's powerful role as both precedent and precursor. The fi lm set signifi cant racial precedents in its thematic content and industrial relations, bringing into the cinematic spotlight the subcultural generation of wealth that had evolved over a long history of economic marginalization. Equally, as post-civil rights precursor, its romanticized ghetto entrepreneurs captured the emergence of the fl exible and aggressively pro-business advancement strategies that would become central to black commercial culture, not to mention neoliberal society, thereafter. When culture critic
